
KOALA
  

NUTRITIONAL WARMERTM

Designed by a 

 

Former NICU Nurse 
The Koala is an easy-to-use UL listed nutritional 
warmer with an integrated temperature 
feedback loop.  The feedback loop is operated 
by custom algorithms that prevents damage to the 
properties of human breast milk and fortifiers.  The 
Koala’s  intuitive user interface guides the operator 

“Fridge to Feed”, “Frozen to Feed” and “Frozen to Thaw”.
through the three modes of warming and thawing   

Visit us on Facebook, YouTube and LinkedIn! PSS-KOALA Rev 1121

Manufactured for: 
Kentec Medical, Inc.  

17871 Fitch    Irvine, CA   (949) 863-0810  FAX (949) 833-9730 

TOLL FREE - USA Only  (800) 825-5996       

sales@kentecmedical.com  |  www.kentecmedical.com

Catalog Number Description Unit of 
Measure

APG-KNW-1 Koala Nutritional Warmer 1/ea
APG-K-POUCH Koala Pouch 300/ca

Koala Nutritional ProductsTM



The Kentec Koala Nutritional Warmer

The CDC recommends thawing milk the following ways:
• In the refrigerator overnight

• In container of warm or lukewarm water

• Under lukewarm running water

“Water will transfer heat 24.17 times faster than air.” ¹

Koala Pouches are delivered 300 bags per case.  6 boxes of 50 bags each.

The red LED numbers tells you how long that amount of nutrition
took to reach proper temperature.

The green LED time tells you how much time is left to use the nutrition 
(counts down from 30 minutes).

When the green LED number (Ready: 30) appears along with the green LED light bar  
the nutrition is ready, and the 30-minute countdown has started. 

The heater feedback loop and custom algorithms prevent nutrition from being overheated.

The constant vibration of the container throughout the entire warming cycle provides 
evenly heated nutrition.

UL Listed, 61010-1

¹forum.heatinghelp.com/discussion/154525/water-vs-air-as-a-heat-transfer-medium Harvey Ramer

TM®

ADVANTAGESADVANTAGES

Uses vibration to mix nutrition for even heating

Warmer incorporates custom algorithms 

Warm from “Fridge to Feed” temperature

Warm from “Frozen to Thaw” temperature

Warm from “Frozen to Feed” temperature 

Easy to clean 

Accommodates baby bottles up to 250ml and syringes 
from 1 to 100ml

Compatible with most brands of breast milk storage bags 

Warmer uses a heater with sensor feedback loop 

Dual pouch bag design

The warmer interface guides user through an easy 
3-step process

Red LED lights indicate the nutrition is heating

Green LED numbers and light bar indicate the nutrition  
is ready and a 30- minute count down has started

Kentec 
Koala   

Medela** 
Waterless

Ameda* 
Penguin 

Warmer 
Comparison

**Medela is a registered trademark of Medela, Inc. 1101 Corporate Dr. McHenry, IL 60050 USA
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